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*Drivers for Semantic Interoperability 

*Health Knowledge Complexity 

*Current situation 

*openEHR  knowledge driven platform 
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*Manage increasingly complex clinical 

(multi professional) care 

*Support collaboration 

between multiple locations of care delivery 

*Deliver evidence based health care 

*Need for intelligent decision support in medicine 

*Better exploit biomedical research 

*Improve safety and cost effectiveness of health care 

*Enrich population health management and prevention 

*Empower and involve citizens 
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Data 

Information 

The purposes for 

which the record is 

captured, organized 

and communicated, 

reflect in both its 

structure and its 

meaning 

Records capture and organize knowledge and data 
to represent and communicate facts, opinions and 
events, in context and with implied meaning 

Acknowledgement: David  Ingram 
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*Health care big, it is open-ended: 

*In breadth, because new information is always being 

discovered or becoming relevant 

*In depth, because finer-grained detail is always being 

discovered or becoming relevant 

*In complexity, because new relationships are always being 

discovered or becoming relevant 

 

Acknowledgement: Sam Heard 
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A study at Berkeley estimated that 

after taking 300,000 y to generate 

12 Exabytes (1018) of information, 

the  rate of accumulation today is 

around 5 Exabytes per annum. 
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We are analog human beings trapped 

in a digital world... 

We are compliant, flexible , 

tolerant. 

Yet, we have constructed a world of 

machines that requires us to be 

fixed, rigid, intolerant.  

Norman Donald 

Acknowledgement: Hugh Leslie 
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CLINICAL 

(dynamic) 

TECHNICAL 
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Clinical System 
 

CDA Message 
 

Acknowledgement: Hugh Leslie 
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An international, on-line community, pooling efforts so that 
clinicians, developers and patients, everywhere, can work towards 

and benefit from compatible and high quality electronic healthcare 
records, based on an open, freely sharable, tried and tested 

common approach 

 

 

www.openEHR.org 
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 The openEHR Foundation is a non-profit  established in 2002 – 

www.openEHR.org 

 Open source specifications for a logical EHR architecture 

*Based on 18+ years of  international implementation experience 

including Good European Health Record Project 

*Superset of ISO/CEN 13606 EHR standard 

 Engineering paradigm- a knowledge riven plaform 

 Separation of clinical  

and technical concerns 

 International Community 
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“Multi-level Modelling” 

separation of health information representation into layers 

1) Reference Model: Technical building blocks (generic) 

2) Content Model: Archetypes (domain-specific) 

3) Terminology: ICD, CDISC/CDASH, SNOMED etc. 
 

Data exchange and software development based on 
first layer 

Archetypes provide ‘semantics’ + behaviour and GUI 

Terminology provides linkage to knowledge sources  
(e.g. Publications, knowledge bases, ontologies) 

Acknowledgment: Koray Atalag 
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A computable expression of a domain content 
model in the form of structured constraint 
 statements, based on the openEHR reference 
 model. 
 A logical information model 

Reuseable 

 

Acknowledgment: Hugh Leslie 
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A computable expression of a domain content 
model in the form of structured constraint 
statements, based on the openEHR reference 

model. 
 A logical information model 

Reuseable 
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A definition of an atomic health concept that 
 as much as possible completely expresses 
 everything that you would ever want to 
 record about that particular thing in any 

situation. 
 

Acknowledgment: Hugh Leslie 
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Banks of curated, clinician-

defined archetypes 
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…additional input from other clinical settings 
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…and researchers 
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*is open to individuals or organizations that support its 
goals and methods, with free individual membership and 
subscriptions from formal Associates 

*supports international community and consensus on  the 
principles of a good electronic healthcare record (GEHR), 
and embodies these within the openEHR specifications 
and architecture 

*researches and develops best practice in the formal 
specification and validation of  clinical requirements, 
design and implementation of EHR systems 

*works for their international clinical harmonization and 
standardisation 
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* Grow communities to author, review and adopt archetypes 

for different domains 

* Enrich the tooling to support clinicians 

* Improve the binding to SNOMED-CT 

* Define good practice for authorship 

* Establish quality, governance and certification processes 
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*Enables clinical control of semantic interoperability 

through archetypes 

*Allows evolution of representation of clinical concepts 

over time 

*Dissociates electronic health care records from 

dependency on particular clinical software applications 

or particular health care information infrastructures 

*‘Future-proofs’ health records for lifelong care 

*Has been shown to provide a more sustainable code base 

for clinical systems, up to 8x more time-efficient to 

maintain than traditional database methods 
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*Comprehensive EHR specification 

* Information model, Archetype model, Communication 
specification, Service specification 

*Growing  

*base of implementation experience and learning, in real-life 
settings 

*set of tools - .NET, JAVA, Ruby, Python 

*community of developers and users, organised within 
national/regional associations 

*Linkage with clinical research, clinical trials standards and 
education 
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openEHR is now found… 

* in CEN/ISO EN13606-1 and -2 

* in around 15 commercial products 

* in the CIMI content standardization initiative 

* in the e-health programmes of the UK, Denmark, 
Sweden, Australia and Brazil, with another 10 or so 
countries moving towards it 

* In national chapters in Japan, New Zealand and 
Brazil 

* in dozens of universities 

* in a growing number of enterprise clinical and 
secondary applications 
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*HL7 Fresh Look task force to focus on clinical content 

modelling, now independent 

*Gathered together leading international experts on  clinical 
content modeling – diverse experiences to create an open and 
shared repository of  computable clinical models 

*Founding organizations include: UK NHS, Canada Health Infoway, 
NEHTA, Ministry of Health Singapore,GE Healthcare, Intermountain 
Health, Kaiser Permanente, Mayo Clinic,openEHR, CDISC, HL7, IHTSDO 
and  US Dept of Defence/VA/NIH   

* Based on a single initial formalism and  on a common set of 
base data types 

*With formal terminology bindings 

*CIMI specifications will be freely available to all. 
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*GOAL:   to enable the storage of lifelong health information; 

simplify data exchange, aggregation, querying and analysis; and 

support knowledge-based activities such as decision support.  

* This will be achieved through the development of non-proprietary, common and 

fully defined information models of clinical content and known transformations 

*ADL 1.5 will be the initial formalism for representing clinical 

models in the repository.  

*SNOMED CT and LOINC the reference terminologies 

*CIMI will use the openEHR constraint model (Archetype Object 

Model: AOM). 

*A significantly pared down version of the openEHR RM approved as 

the starting point for a CIMI Reference Model 

*AML : Archetype Modeling Language – UML profile for modeling 

archetypes - OMG RFP (http://www.omg.org/cgibin/doc?health/2012-06-06) 
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*Reference Model to the National EHR  

*Modeling of clinical content has already begun  using the 13.606 
archetypes of Minas Gerais States for primary care 

*An assessment of  the differences in modeling between these 13606 
archetypes and openEHR was done to identify equivalent existing 
openEHR archetypes, where was found that some of the 13606 
models might represent complex concepts and should be template 

*A lot of commonality was found, which is going to facilitate the 
mapping 

*There´s an undergoing process to have a national CKM instance , 
initially hosted by SES Minas Gerais which is celebrating a 
partnership with  Brazilian Medical Informatics Association and 
Federal University of Minas Gerais in order to set up a governance 
process of clinical content artefacts in Brazil 
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